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BY REV. PETER MCERDYKE, D. D.
Albertus C. Van Raalte was born at Wanneperveen,
Province of Overyssel, Netherlands, October 17, 1811.
German, French and Frisian blood flowed in his veins,
and this triple inheritance of national traits, wellblended, enriched the make-up of this remarkable man
of God.
•
Brought up ás the son of a minister of the Reformed
Church, and educated at Leyden University, he spent
his youth in comparative .spiritual indifference, until
it pleased God, through the scourge of cholera in 1832,
to call him by His grace and unto the holy ministry.
This was a time 'of intense spiritual agitation, to whose
leading spirits he was soon introduced by Rev. S. Van
Velzen, and he had the honor of sharing with noted
reformatory leaders—Brummelkamp, DeCock, Scholte,
Meerburg, and othersRioneers and founders of the
Christian Reformed Church in 1834, the reproach of
being fanatics, "Da Costians," and the like. Thu.s he
and opposition of :Aome of his
incurred that
professors at Leyden, by which, failing to disgrace
1

,
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their bright scholar in the final academic examination,
they, resorting to a new and arbitrary test, induced the
ecclesiastical examiners to defer his licensure from
May, 1835, until August, when he forfeited it by his
brave and deliberate confession of disapproval of the
ecclesiastical constitution of 1816.
Hence convictions and conspiring circumstances led
Lim to espouse the growing movement of separation
from the State Church already inaugurated, and to
whose success his talents, energy and consecration contributed so largely. He shrank from the final and
formal withdrawal from the Church of his ancestors,
until her corruptién and her oppression of spiritual
leaders and friends of the reformatory movement compelled him, with multitudes, to found a new Church
organization. The first General Synod of this body,
held in Amsterdam in 1836, examined and ordained
him March 2, and admitted him to membership, and
on March 15, after his civil marriage at the famous
City Hall of Leyden, the holy bonds were blessed by
the General Synod at Amsterdam. His bride was
Christina Johanna De Mcen, one of Leyden's fairest
daughters, who had feared God from her youth, and
until her lamented death in 1871 was bis helper and
comfort throughout a career of many trials and triumphs in loyal service of Christ and His Church.
Not only the reproach of Christ, but the joy of martyrdom now awaited him, for a period of civil persecution, instigated by the Synod of Hague, was now inaugurated, against which even the Particular Synod of
New York, of the Reformed Dutch Church, was con-

strained in 1838 to send its. remonstrance. Among the
non-conformists of that critical time, Rev. A. C. Van
Raalte was not the least to suffer from frequent and
diverse cruelties that expose the shanleful apostasy of
the Reformed Church of the Netherlands from its
illustrious pioneer fight for and championship of, freedom of conscience. Abuse, molestation and oppression
in his home, arrest of his preaching, imprisonment,
and withal his dauntless loyalty to Christ and devotion
to His work at so great cost, form a thrilling chapter
in his life; yet be endured such ignominy and wrongs,
for the Gospel's sake, with more fortitude and composure than the unhappy controversies and dissensions,
which soon arose in the circles of the new connection.
So utterly averse to these bitter and destructive
polemics, which alienated brethren and occasioned new
secessions, he further smarted under the suspicion of
his brethren, e. g., his dislike and éarly discarding of
the traditional ministerial garb was now charged against
him as a grievous heresy, which betrayed a dangerous
liberality! Questions of breed, polity and cultus, nay
trivial, petty cavils occasioned a ferment so distasteful
to him as to awaken, about 1840, that new desire which
was gratified in 1846 by the exodus under his leadership, in which his chief life's mission was found, and
in which his forceful soul could spend itself.
-Unrest and discontent prevailed in the fatherland
because of the poverty and general distress of all
classes, and when the abdication of William I., Oct. 7,
1839, in favor of his sop, to appease the rpular dissatisfaction, had afforded no relief, many of the per,
;
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plexed began to inquire and lend eager ears to rumors
and reports about homes, freedom and fortunes in other
lands.
In 1844 the subject of this sketch was associated
with his brother-in-law, Rev. A. Brummelkamp, and
Rev. Veenhuizen, at Arnhem, in the education of
young men for the ministry of their growing denomination ; but he was ill at ease, for the Lord was weaning him from his fatherland and preparing him to lead
a people out of bondage to a land of promise. And the
initiative was taken when, after much anxious inquiry
and conference with popular leaders and state officials,
he and Brunamelkamp were convinced that providence
unmistakably pointed to the United States as the refuge
for their oppressed and poor brethren. Accordingly,
on May 25, 1846, they addressed to believers in the
United States of America an appeal for aid in behalf of
a projected emigration. This document fell into the
hands of the late Rev. Dr. j. N. Wyckoff, pastor of
the Reformed Dutch church of Albany, N. Y., who
translated and published it, Oct. 15,- 1846, in Vie
Christian lntelligencer of New York. In prompt
response that association of Reformed friends was
formed, which then and for years welcomed, counseled
and assisted Holland immigrants, and practically won
them and connected them with their destined ecclesiastical home.
Prostrated by typhoid fever that threatened to prove
fatal, in the summer of 1846, this indomitable spirit
resolved, if spared, to organize a colonial emigration •
and accompany his people as their spiritual leader, that
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they might be saved from dispersion and the perils of
irreligion in their new home, and might enjoy all the
means of grace. After painful farewells to friends and
native land, he commenced the tedious and difficult
voyage from Arnhem, Sept. 24, 1846, down the Rhine
to Rotterdam, where, with his company, after most
affecting scenes of prayers and tears, he bade adieu to
all, and embarked on "The Sultane," October 2, arriving at New York, Nov. 17, to enjoy the brotherly welcome and hospitality of Rev. Dr. John DeWitt, and er!,,,,,z)
later of Dr. Wyckoff. The latter rendered these pilgrims invaluable service by his ability to use the Holland language. The ensuing winter of 1846-47 was
spent mostly in Detroit, whence the path-finder of the
colonists made a tour of exploration, which resulted in
their settlement in western Michigan on Feb. 9, 1847,
when a 'company of men and one, woman arrived in
camp near the present city of Hollánd, followed in the
early spring by their wives and children. All were
filled with profound reverence and tenderest affection
for their gifted, versatile and courageous leader, who
impressed upon them this,purpose to secure their temporal welfare, but, above all, their flourishing spiritual
condition amid these dense forests of the new world.
Those years of pioneering, with all the attendant, inevitable evils of acclimation, clearing of heavily timbered
lands, privations untold Fad hardships incessant, and
with all the compensating and sustaining religious
experiences and fellowships of a people of rare, deep,
simple piety in those trying days, are full of pithos,
and heroism and facts stranger than fiction. Thus was'

C
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laid the foundation of that unique and glorious colonial
history, which must be briefly traced in outline.
In the formative period of their Church life the
father of this "Colony," as it was for many years designated, together with the ministerial founders of the
adjoining Dutch settlements of Zeeland, Vriesland and
Overyssel—Revs. Vander Meulen, Ypma and Bolks
respectively—looked toward the Reformed Dutch
Church in America as the proper and congenial body
with which to be incorporated. In the early negotiations both parties moved very cautiously, until after
Rev. Dr. Wyckoff's visit in 1849, by appointment of
General Synod and his favorable report to said body
in 1850, a union was consummated that has proven most
happy and beneficent. The Classis of Holland, as yet
but an infant, was taken under the care of the General
Synod and connected with the Particular Synod of
Albany. Dr. Van Raalte was the prime mover in
every advance made, and, while pastor and clerk of
the Church of Holland, president and clerk of the
Classis until 1858, his supervision and-leadership were
throughout the growing settlement desired and relied
upon, as that of the father of one great household.
.This universal confidence attests his greatness, his mas-,
terly powers and his magnetism.
One of his most cherished ideals, which he early
sought to realize, was a scheme of Christian education.
After years of gradual preparation for the people's substantial approval, which was sufficiently tardy and
scant to sorely try his aggressive spirit, he pressed his
appeal for a fund of 2,500, conditioning his action
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relative to a call to Pella, Iowa—a Holland colony also
settled a few years before by Rev. H. P. Scholte—upon
their answer within twelve days: But to his charge
and colony he was indispensable; hence in four
months the amount was raised and the foundation laid
of the educational system, upon which were built the
now flourishing institutions at Holland, viz.: Grammar school, Hope College and Western Theological
Seminary.
For a decade this far-seeing, statesman-like leader
mightily and effectually championed the cause of education, himself making large donations of money and
lands, making full proof of his soul-stirring eloquence,
arousing the churches east and west to give of their
means and of their sons to the "Academy," that the
Church and the community might reap the benefits of
well-equipped teachers, physicians, lawyers and ministers of the Word. This was the consummation he
had most devoutly wished.
One of the severest trials of his life was the secession,
originating as early as 1853, and formally organized at
Grand Rapids in January, 1857, due to certain
schismatic agitators, who appealed to the ignorance,
prejudices and seceding tendencies contracted in the
movements of 1834-35, and persuaded multitudes to
withdraw from the "unsound" Reformed Dutch Church
and form what is now, known as "The Holland Christian Reformed Church?" This proved a bitter and.
sickening disappointment to this loyal, brave champion
of our foully slandered Church and theirsmagnanimous
benefactress.
t.
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His thoroughly American spirit was fired with patriotic zeal during the civil war, and by his eloquence and
efforts he secured the enlistment of large -numbers of
volunteers, among whom-were two of his own sons. The
burdens and cares of such a life told on his powerfulconstitution so markedly in 1864 as to prompt a request
to his consistory for an assistant in or release from the
pastorate, which latter occurred at his renewed petition
in August, 1867; but he could, not remain idle, for
, soon after he inaugurated a plan to locate a Holland
colony in Virginia, which, however, for various reasons, failed, after a decade of experiments, in which he
could not, owing to increasing infirmity, be present.
After that desolating fire of October 9, 1871, which
laid most of Holland in ashes and destroyed nearly all
the property of a population then numbering 2,400, he
again rose to the occasion, and by his powerful preaching, his inspiring and comforting counsels and deeds,
wonderfully stimulated the rebuilding of the city.
The fame of this epoch-maker, "mighty in word and
deed," had for years gone abroad; the University of
New York and Rutgers College of New Brunswick,
N. J., had honored him and themselves by conferring
the degree of Doctor of Divinity; multitudes, among
whom the writer, admired, loved and revered him.
His grand mission so greatly taxed him with cares
as to prevent great scholarship, but his pulpit was his
throne, and phenomenal indeed was his power to sweep
the multitudes that thronged his own or any church to
hear words that burned with intensity of conviction •
and spiritual yearning for their souls. A hearer of

these unique ministrations of the Word—we vividly
recall the genuine, the authoritative, the aggressive, the
uplifting, the soul-subduing, the heart-bracing utterances of a veritable prophet of God. His consuming zeal, irrepressible energy and intensity of living brought him to the longed-for rest at the
early age of 65 years, dying at his home, November 7,
1876, lamented by all who had known him. His works
do follow him, and his best monument are,the marvelous fruits of his colonization, not only in western Michigan, but throughout the Reformed communities of the
West, which indirectly resulted from his successful
achievements. The Particular Synod of Chicago, under
God, mostly the outcome of his creative leadership,
now numbers 10,967 families, 18,131 communicants
and 27,671 baptismal members in 163 churches in
charge -of 122 ministers.
The only complete and valuable biography of Dr.
Van Raalte appeared in the Holland language in 1893
from the pen of Rev. H. E. Dosker, D. D., to which
we are indebted for the Materials of this sketch.
Women of the Reformed Church.
CHARLOTTE DE BOURBON, PRINCESS OF ORANGE.
Charlotte was the daughter of the French Prince
Louis, Duke of Bourbon, but her mother, Jacqueline,
was a believer in the Reformed doctrines, and she
secretly taught them to her children. Charlotte's
father, finding this out, determined to thart hirwife's
influence by sending three of his daughters to convents.
*h.
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For the Duke had met with such reverses of fortune
that he would have found,it hard to provide suitable
marriage dowers for his five daughters, so he thought the
best way to avoid their *marriage, and also to keep them
Romanists, was to send them to convents. Besides, atthat time it was considered quite honorable for ladies
of high rank to enter convents, and they lost nothing
in social rank by it. The Duke was highly commended
by his Romanist friends for his self-denying act in giving so many of his children to the Church.
But man proposes and God disposes. It could little
be expected that a nun would become a Reformed princess, but so it happened in her ease. Her mother
was heart-broken over this act of her husband, and she
wept and prayed much, especially for Charlotte, who
was then only thirteen years old. Charlotte instinctively shrank from the life set before her, and begged
to be allowed to stay with her mother. Her mother
shrewdly prepared a solemn protest against entering the
convent, which Charlotte secretly signed, and then
Charlotte was compelled to go to the nunnery of Jouarre in NorMandy. All her mother could do now was
to pray. But the prayer of the righteous man availeth
much, and the prayer of a righteous woman often avails
more than that of a righteous man; so her prayers were
answered, although she did not live to see the answer.
For she died August, 1561, and Charlotte's release did
not take place till ten years later. Meanwhile Charlotte in the nunnery made the best of her lot. Still
- she did not forget the last instructions of her mother,'
from whom she had been so cruelly torn. And when
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her mother died, and the papists would not even allow
her to go and look at her mother's dead face, her dissatisfaction increased. While she was quietly spending
her time in the nunnery, a terrible struggle was taking
place in France between the Huguenots and the
Romanists. Although she was away from it, yet she
watched it with great interest; for, although a nun,
she sympathized with the Huguenots. But so secret
was her sympathy for them, that she was supposed to
be a good Catholic. And having influence as a princess of the royhl line of the Bourbons, her friends succeeded in gaining for her the high position of abbess.
This gave her the opportunity of teaching, but in a
very guarded way, the new doctrine of the reforma•tion, and many of the nuns imbibed her views. At
length ,she came under suspicion, and was charged
with perverting the nuns under her. She found herself in the greatest danger. The Romanists were about
to begin proceedings against her. But just then (1572)
providentially Normandy was invaded by the Huguenots, and her convent was thrown open by them. She
saw the opportunity that providence gave her, and at
once quitted ccínvent life forever. To justify herself,
she published the fact that she had been forced into
the nunnery against her will, and revealed the protest
she had signed many years before. This lessened the
attacks of the Romanist,s on her, while it at the same
time gained for her the confidence of the Huguenots,
who saw that she had,not been acting with duplicity..
She at once fled to hér oldest sister, flit Duchess of
Bouillon, who was warmly attached to the Reformed
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faith. She then fled from France, because of her danger, and went to Heidelberg, where she was welcomed
by Elector Frederick III. of the Palatinate as a daughter. For Frederick, who had ordered the composition
of our Heidelberg Catechism, was a great protector of
the Reformed, and threw open his territory to them as
an asylum.
When her father heard of her flight from the convent, he was beside himself with rage. As it was not
k.nown where she was, the French court took up her
ease and ordered a search to be made for her, and that
she should be severely punished. Then it was that the
Elector Frederick, a truer father to her than her own
father, wrote to her father, March 15, 1572, notifying
him that his daughter had found an asylum with him,
and that he had received her, because she had followed ,
the dictates of her conscience Her father was now
angrier with her than ever. He was indignant that
she had left the convent. Had she remained a Catholic, he might have forgiven her. But that she should
have become a Protestant, the very thing he had tried
for so many -"years to prevent, was too much for him to
bear. He even went so far in his anger as to impugn
Frederick's motives by writing to him, "Can it be honorable for you to receive into your house children who
have run away from their father? Is it not more worthy for you to advise them to return ?" But Elector
Frederick did not flinch in his devotion to Protestantism and answered her father in a dignified way, stating
his willingness to return Charlotte, provided she would
be granted free exercise of her Reformed religion in
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France. He also wrote in the same strain to the King
of France. The King declared that he was willing to
let her worship according to her Reformed faith, and
even appointed messengers to go to Heidelberg to bring
her to France, but her father was inflexible against
her. "If she means to persist in the Protestant religion," he said, " I would rather she would remain in
Germany, than return to France to scandalize everybody, and be the misfortune of my old» age." The
King's messengers came to Heidelberg, but she declined
to go to France, as her father would not consent to her
religion. So she remained at Heidelberg at the Palatinate court. Three pleasant years she spent at Heidelberg under the kindly care of the Elector Frederick.
Then Prince William of Orange sued for her hand in
marriage. It was a very suitable match, for he was
the ruler of the Netherlands, and she was a princess of
the royal line of France. But there were grave difficulties in the way, for when does the course of true
love run smooth? It -was necessary, for the sake of
political peace, to get the King of France and her father
to give their consent before the marriage could take
place. The King, in his answer, refused to commit
himself either way, and the Dutch court went on the
that silence gives consent, especially as hesaid he would raise no objections. The French parliament finally gave their consent. But would 'her father
give his consent? However, although he had been
most irreconcileable before, he now saw iu.it a brilliant
marriage for his daughter to the leading ;Istatesnlan or
Europe; and not only gave his consent, but gave her

IL
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.an ample dowry. Other difficulties arose, but the marriage nevertheless took place, June 12, 1575. It was a
-very happy marriage, for both were members of the
Reformed Church and interested in the same aims,.
-charities and hopes. She proved herself, as William's
brother, Count John of Nassau, said, "A wife distinguished by her virtue, piety and intelligence.',
But new cares and anxieties came to her with this
marriagè. For her husband was engaged in a deadly
war with Spain. That country had done everything to
-defeat him and threw odium on his marriage, because
he had separated from his former wife, who had. been
,unfaithful. In June, 1580, the king of. Spain finally,
finding that he could not conquer William by fair
,means, determined to employ foul, and he offered a
large reward of 25,000 crowns to any one who would
hring him, alive or dead, to the king. William, therefore, was compelled to defend himself and his marriage,
which he did by showing the king of Spain to be one
-of the blackest souls that ever ruled a nation. This
reply William scattered all over Europe. .Charlotte
was greatly alarmed by all this. She was in constant
fear for the life of her husband. Main and again did
she warn him to be careful, and not let strangers
approach him. But he had become so careless of himself during the previous wars that he would not heed
her warnings. The next year what she feared happened. Two Spaniards, one of them a master of a
-bank at Antwerp and the other his servant, plotted to
take William's life. The master was to •share. the
2eward, but the, servant was to do the deed. Before

Ye
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the servant Jaurequay went to perform the fatal act on
Sunday, March 18, 1582, he was absolved from all his
sins by a Romish priest, who gave him the sacrament
and also a charm to protect his life. The priest, fearing that his courage might fail him before he struck
the fatal blow, accompanied him to the castle and gave
his blessing on his work when they separated. Prince
William had been to the Reformed church that mornfling, and was at dinner when the aásassin tried to
enter the dining room, but was repulsed by the prince's
servants. But- after dinner William was showing
Count Laval some tapestry, which had on it pictures
of the Spanish cruelties. Then Jaurequay again tried
to force his way, but the servants prevented him.
William, however, innocently and unsuspectingly
reproved the servants, and ordered him to be allowed
to comé, aá he thought the man was some citizen who
wanted to see him. The assassib, seeing his opportunity, stepped forward, and, putting his pistol over
Count Laval's shoulder, fired. The prince was wounded
in the head, the bullet knocking out several teeth,
passing through the lower part of the head, and out
into the left cheek. It just grazed the jugular vein,
passing so close to it as to cauterize it. For a moment
William did not seem to realize what had happened,
but it seemed to- him as if the house had fallen. But
immediately the prince, recovering himself, begged that
the assassin be spared. " However, the man was dead
already. Charlotte, when she heard the report of the
gun, rushed to her hitsband, and, seeing aim c6vered
with blpod, fainted_ When she recovera she nursed
him with the greatest care, It was found, however,
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that he was in no great danger, as the wound rapidly
healed. The Reformed people of Holland were deeply
grateful to providence for sparing their prince and
leader. On May 2 they held a solemn thanksgiving
service at Antwerp for his recovery, at which both
William and Charlotte were present.
But the excitement and 'care proved too much for
her. Almost immediately after that thanksgiving service she collapsed. She became sick with pleurisy and
died in a few days. She was buried in that beautiful
cathedral of Notre Dame at Antwk.p. The cathedral,
in which she was buried, contain many magnificent
masterpieces of paintings, as Rubens' " Descent From
the Cross" and his "Elevation of the Cross," but none
of these masterpieces come up to her beauty of character, for her life was a living picture of sacrifice for,
and consecration to, Christ. The spire of that cathedral
is wondrously beautiful, being of marble, yet so delicately carved that Its drapery makes it look, says one
writer, as if the Brussels lace (for which Antwerp was
so famous) had been turned into marble and laid on it
as a tracery of white. Her character, like it, pure as
marble and delicate with all the grades of spirituality,
soars heavenward like that spire, and remains .a loving
witness to the power of the Reformed faith. She
became the ancestress of kings, her daughter marrying
the son of the Elector Frederick III. of the Palatinate,
who had so kindly shielded and befriended her, and
Queen Victoria of England is thus a direct descendent
of hers. A nun became a Reformed, and a princess became the mother of kings. She is now a saint in the
court of the King of kings.

Sunday School and Christian. Endeavor Department.
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S. S. LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 3.—The Transfiguration.

Above the Clouds.—"An Alpine tr-aveller has told
us," says Rev. Dr. Taylor, "how one day he set out
from Geneva, in a dense fog, to climb the Alps.
After ascending for some hours, he came out above the
mist, and saw the cloudless sky above him, and around
him on every hand the snow-capped peaks . shining in
the sunlight. In the valley below lay the fog like a
waveless ocean, and as he stood on the overhanging
crag, he could bear the chime of bells, the lowing of
cattle, and the sound of labor coming up from the villages below. And now and then out of the cloudy sea
below a bird would shoot up, which, after rejoicing in
the sunshine and singing a sweet song, would dive down
again affd disappear." What that brief visit of the
bird to the upper air was to it, Christ's transfiguration
was to Him—a Visit to heaven.
Transfiguration Comes Through Prayer.—Verse 29.
—On the last Sunday which Prince Albert spent on
earth, he lay, with his sofa wheeled to the window,
looking out on the sky. Presently his daughter, Alice,
who had been playing him hymns, turned and saw his
eyes closed. She waited till he opened them again,
and said, "Father, have you been asleep ?" "0, no,"
he replied, "communing with happy thoughts—sweet
thoughts." And they rdnained with him to the end.
Prayer gives us earthly transfigurations in our lives.
The Glories of Heaveh.—A New Zealander, wh6 visited England, was remarkable for his spiritfiality. One
2
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day he was taken to see a beautiful mansion near London. The owner expected hini to be greatly astonished at its splendor, but it seemed to excite no admiration. Wondering at it, he kept pointing out the beauty
of the furniture. The New Zealander heard all silently,
and then looking above them all, said, "Ah. my Father's
house is finer than this." "Your father's house P'
thought the gentleman, who knew that his father's
house in New Zealand had been a poor mud cottage.
But the chief went on to explain himself by saying
that he meant his Father's house 'in heaven.

of the mountains." That is what God's people want—
to get into the clear air above the stormy clouds. They
need progress heavenward in spirituality.—Agesilaus
the Great, marching with his army through Thrace,
used to inquire of the ruler whether he passed through
the country as an enemy or friend, and asked this
question of the King of Macedon. The latter replied
that he would consider the subject. Hearing this,
Agesilaus said, " Let him consider; we will be marching on." And, without waiting, he marched on. The
King of Macedon declared himself a friend. So we
must march on, without waiting for friends or enemies.
—Spain once held both sides of the Straits of Gibraltar, and so highly did she value them that she stamped
on her coins the words He Plus Ultra (no more beyond).
But one day a bold sailor sailed out beyond them westward. Then Spain, convinced óf her ignorance, struck
the word Ne from her coin and léft Plus Ultra (more
beyond). The result of this was that South America
became hers in the 16th century. So the Christian's
motto must be progress—more beyond.
Regress Instead of .Progress.—Among the prisoners
taken at Waterloo was a Highland piper. Napoleon,
struck with his mountain dress and strong form, asked
him to play on his instrument. "Play a pibroch."
And the Scotchman did so. "Play a march," and it
was done. "Play at retreat," continued Napoleon.
"No, no," he replied, "I have never learned to play a
retreat." Neither ought the Christian, ever learn to
retreat. The Christian life means progtéss, noi, backsliding.
".

C. E. TOPIC FOR FEBRUARY 3.—Advance, Endeavor.

Christian Endeavor means progress. Any endeavor
for good will result in progress. And Christian Endeavorers must progress in four things—in spirituality of
character, in activity for Christ, in testimony for the
Master, and in devotion to their Church. "I wanted,"
said Mr. Moody, "to reach the summit of one of the
western mountains, famous for its sunrises, so as to see
the sunrise froth its summit. We got. to the half-way
house one afternoon, where we were to rest till midnight, and then set out again for the top. When we
again started, it began to rain, and then to thunder
and lighten. I thought there was little use of going
on, and suggested that we turn back, as there would be
no sunrise. 0,' said the guide, I expect we will soon
get through the clouds and above them, and get a glorious view.' So we went on, with the thunder rumbling in our ears, until we got above the cloud. And
we had a splendid sunrise, as the sun tinged the tops

C
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S. S. LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 10.—Christ and the Children.

he found it. So the Good Shepherd searches for the
lost.—" When I was in Indiana," said Gough, "a lady
told me that during a revival a poor.outcast woman
attempted to enter a place of worship, and was rudely
pushed back with a threat of calling the police. She
sadly turned her back on the door opened for others,
but closed to her, and knelt down on the grass in the
yard of the church, and prayed to Jesus to take her.
And although men cast her out, the Savior,. who said,
Him that cometh unto me, I will in nowise cast out,'
received her and pardoned her. And when she came
to die, she had the most beautiful deathbed of any in
that region."

20

Respect for Children.—It is said that the German
schoolmaster, John Trebonius, the teacher of Martin
Luther, when he appeared before his boys, took off his
cap. "For who can tell," he used to say, "what may
yet rise up among these youths? There may be among
them learned doctors and statesmen, yes, princes of the
empire." His words were fulfilled. One of them,
Luther, became an uncrowned king, and, though a
solitary monk, shook the world. So Christ respected
and loved children. Christianity is the only religion •
that has a place for children.
Humility.—Verse 4.—Louis IX., King of France,
was found teaching a poor kitchen boy one day. And
when asked why he did so, he replied, "The meanest
person has a 'soul as precious as my Own, and bought
with the same blood of Christ."
Saving the Lost.—Verse 11.—One evening in 1861,
as General Garibaldi was going home, he met a Sardinian shepherd lamenting the loss of one lamb out of
his flock. Garibaldi at once turned to his staff and
announced his intention of scouring the mountain to
find it for the shepherd. A grand expedition was
organized, but no lamb could be found, and the soldiers
were ordered to their beds. The next morning his
attendant found the General fast asleep, and he awakened him. The General rubbed his eyes, and so did
the attendant when he saw the old warrior take from
his covering the lost lamb and bid him convey it to the
shepherd. The General had kept up the search
through the night, after the others had stopped, until

C. E. TOPIC FOR FEBRUARY 10.—Becoming as a Little Child.

Children Teach Os faith.—Some time ago a boy was
discoverel in the street, evidently intelligent, but very
sick. "What are you doing there ?" asked a passerby. "Waiting for God to come to me." "What do
you mean ?" he asked of the fevered boy. "God sent
for mother and father, and little brother," he replied,
"and took them both home In the sky; and mother
told me, when she was sick, that God would take care
of me. I have no home—nobody to give me anything
—and so I came here to look up to God in the sky, to
take care of me, as mother said He would. He will
come, won't He? Mother never told a lie." "Yes,
my lad," said the man, o4ercome with emotion, "He
has sent me to take care of you." You should have
seen his eyes flash and £he smile of triumph. break:bver
his face as he said, "Mother never told iile a lie, sir,
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but you have been so long a time on the way." 0 that
we have the simple faith of a child.
Obedience.—A pointsman was just taking his place
on a Prussian railroad, to turn a coming train on a different track, so as to prevent a 'collision. When turning his head, he saw his little boy on the track, playing in front of the advancing engine. What could he
do? To spring and save his child, would be to cause
the loss of many lives on the train. Yet parental love
was strong. But he was true to ,duty. He shouted
loudly to his son, "Lie down," and then turned the
switch. The boy was so accustomed to obedience that
he laid flat on the track, and the engine and train
passed safely over him, without harming him. The
father rushed to pick him up a corpse, and was surprised to find him living. 0 that we had the obedience of a child.
Love.—A. poor drunkard had an only daughter,
whom he abused shamefully, yet she clung to him.
One day he awoke from his debauch and asked her
why she stayed with him. "Because I love y-ou," she
replied. "What makes, you love me? Everybody
despises me, but you." "Dear father," she answered
with swimming eyes, "mother taught me to rove you,
and every night she comes from heaven and says,
"Don't leave your father; he will get away from rum
some day." 0 that we had as much love for Christ as
she had for her father.

reached the middle of his journey, and was so exhausted
that he could stand up no longer. He commended
himself to God, expecting to sleep tile sleep of death
He knew not how long he slept, but became conscious of
some one trying to rouse him. Before him stood a
wagon driver, who gave him a little wine and food, put
him into his wagon and brought him to the next village. Oberlin offered his benefactor money, but it was
refused, saying: "It is only a duty to help one
another." "Then at least," said Oberlin, "tell me
your name, that I may ever hold you in remembrance.'
The wagoner replied: "I see you are a minister.
Please tell me the name of the Good Samaritan." "I
can not do that," said Oberlin. "Then," he replied,
"until you tell me his name, I will withhold mine."
KincJness to Enemies.—The Samaritan was kind to
the Jew, bis enemy.—" What canjesus Christ do for
you now ?" said an inhuman slave-master when in the
act of applying the lacerating whip to an already half
murdered slave. " Hini teach me to forgive you,
massa," was the reply.
A reporter one day in New York told a little bootblack to shine his boots. The little fellow came rather
slowly for one of his trade, and planted his box down
under the reporter's feet. But before he could get his
brushes out, another larger bootblack ran up, pushed
him aside, saying: ".You sit down." The reporter
became angry at this interference, and told the latter
to go away. But he, replied: "It's alk right:: I'm
going to do it for him.' He's been sick in-the hospital
for a month and can't do much, so we boys all turn in
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S. S. LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 17.—The Good Samaritan.

Oberlin was traveling on one occasion from Strassburg. The roads were impassable with snow. He had

4
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and give him a lift." The reporter said: "Go ahead."
"What percentage do you get of this job ?" he said to
the larger boy. The boy's face flushed in anger as he
said : "I don't get any. I ain't such a sneak as that,
and I'd like to catch the boy who would do that."
Here was a rough, but kind Good Samaritan.

water in His name. My heart is full with joy at seeing you here." Moffat asked her _where she had
learned about Jesus, and she took from her bosom a
Dutch New Testament, given her by a Dutch Reformed
missionary years before, saying: "This is the fountain
whence I drink; this is the oil that makes my lamp
burn."—At a heathen festival in Ceylon one of the
worshipers, while boiling rice for the offering, fell into
a well. The people rushed to the well, but no one
made any attempt to save him, though by diving they
could easily do so. One of the head men urged the
priest to do something, for he was an expert swimmer.
But he turned away, saying that the temple duties
kept him busy just then. Just at that moment an
unknown young man came to the place, and hearing
the news', at once dived in, found the body and raised
it to the surface; when it was taken out. The crowd
hastened to find out his name. They were greatly
astonished to find it was a . Christian convert, who did
what they were afraid to do. His saving an enemy so
impressed them that after that there was little opposition to Christianity there.

C.

r TOPIC FOR FEBRUARY 17.—Lessons From the Parable
of the Good Samaritan—A Missionary Topic.

Some years ago a Maori was returning to Cambridge,
New Zealand, one very cold night, and found on the
way the prostrate form of a man, a European. It
seems that this man, who was one-legged, had become
completely worn out and fallen by the wayside. The
Maori lifted him up and carried him, a very heavy
burden, to Cambridge over a very, heavy sandy road.
He took him to his tent and cared for him during the
night, and then went and raised a subscription list of
$45, to help the poor cripple on his way.—Dr. Moffat,
the missionary, tells the story h,ow once they had
traveled far along the Orange river in Africa, and
were hungry, thirsty and tired, and were refused that
night shelter in the village. Then, as twilight came
on, a woman came out, bearing on her head a bundle
of wood and a vessel of milk in her hand. Without
uttering a word, she set them down, went back and
came again with a cooking vessel, a leg of mutton and
a vessel of water. She then prepared a fire and the
meal. When they asked her why she did this unexpected kindness, she said : "I love Him whose you
are, and surely it is my duty to give a cup of cold
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.S. S. LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 24,—Christ and the Man Born
Blind.

The excellent Mr. Moon, the blind friend of the
blind, at a recent meeting' of the blind at Manchester,
England, said, "When I became blind as a young man,
people sympathized with my mother at the héavy
affliction sent on me. They were wrong. God gave
me blindness as a taleht to be used for His glory.

I
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Without blindness I would not have been able to see
the needs of the blind." For after he became blind,
he mastered the various systems of reading by the
blind, and gathered the blind of his town about him
and taught them. Finding that one of them could not
learn to read, he invented an easier system for them to
read. He said he prayed to God six months that he
might get money to stereotype it. God answered his
prayer and opened the way. And now through it the
Gospel is published in 200 different languages and dialects for the blind.—Some years ago a pattern maker
at Birmingham, Alabama, received a blow in the left
eye, which destroyed its sight, although it did not
change its outward appearance. Seven years after, one
day while at work he noticed that he involuntarily
dodged as he moved past objects on his left side.
Presently he had occasion to place his hand on his
other eye, to rub some dust from it. Then he discovered that his old-time darkness did not surround him.
He began to see with his blind eye. The physician
said that his sight,kad been destroyed by a coagulated
particle of blood in the iris, which at length dissolved.
So sin keeps our soul from seeing, but the Holy Spirit
removes the veil.
The Time for Work is Short.—Verse 4.—An African,
who offered a large sum to a missionary, had the right
spirit. When asked whether it was not too much for
his means, he replied, "The work of the Lord must be
done, and I shall soon be dead."—Dr. Chalmers once
had a most interesting conversation with a Highland
chief. They then retired to adjoining rooms, to sleep.

The chief, while preparing for bed, was stricken with
apoplexy and soon died. Chalmers said over his corpse,
"Never in my life did I feel or see., before till this
moment the meaning of the text, Preach the word.
Be instant in season and out of season.' Had I known
that my friend was within a few moments of eternity,
I would have spoken most earnestly to him about
Christ and Him crucified. You might have pronounced it then out of season, but it would • have been
most in season."

2T

C. E. TOPIC FOR FEBRUARY 24.—To What Has Christ Opened
Your Eyes?
.
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'
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To the Happiness of Christian Service.—A careless,
reckless sinner was brought to repentance. It caused
a great sensation among his old associates. One of
them mgt him and said, "I hear you have given up all
your pleasures." "No," he replied, "I never knew
what pleasure was till now." -A missionary from India
relates that a native Christian said, "Happy, happy! I
have Christ here," laying her hand on her Bible, "and
Christ here," pressing it to her heart, "and Christ
there," pointing-to heaven.
To Forgiveness.—Rev. Peter Jones, a converted Indian
chief, when in England, after describing his pierced
and wounded condition when under conviction of sin
like a stricken deer lefti by the herd to die, thus spoke
of his sensations when forgiveness came to him: "On
that day the world seemed all fresh and new to me. It
seemed like a new creation. I looked arodind, and the
trees and fields were sé green, the lake so blue, the
1
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sunshine so bright, and the sky was so glad. 0 that
was a handsome day, when God fot Christ's sake forgave my sins."
To Assurance.—" I was once expounding," says Mrs.
Pearsall Smith, "the seventh and eighth chapter of
Romans to a class of ignorant colored women, when
one of them, to my surprise, said to me, It appears to
me that you don't understand those, chapters.' 'Why
not?' Because you talk as if you lived in the miserable seventh chapter and only pay visits to the blessed
eighth.' 'Well, that is what you think?' I asked, is
it not?' No,' she replied, with a look of intense pity,
I live in the eighth.' And as I looked at her holy
life and her beaming countenance, I almost wished that
I might be poor and colored too, that I might have
learned the joy of her experience. She had learned
the blessed witness of the spirit in that eighth chapter
of Romans."
Rev. Dr. Good's "History d the Reformed Church in
- Germany."
REV. D. VAN HORNE, D. D.
This volume is intended by the author as a sequel to
the Origin of the Reformed Church of Germany, issued
by the same publisher, Mr. Daniel Miller, Reading,
Pa., in 1887. In both volumes the author has placed
all the membership of the Reformed Churches under
'deep obligations to him for the impartation of much
valuable information on the subject presented. The
first volume begins with the description of the differ-
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ences existing between Luther and Zwingli, and those
associated with them respectively, as early as the year

1529, and ends with a sketch of the Synod of Dort held
in 1618-19. This new volume begins with an allusion
to the election of the Elector Frederick V. of the
Palatinate as King of Bohemia in 1619, continuing
with the history of the people in the Palatinate, the
coming of Gustavus Adolphus, the victorious Swedish
King and General, and the later cruel sufferings endured
by the Palatines until their flight to America in the
early part of the eighteenth century.
This matter occupies one-half of the volume. The
remaining portion of the book is taken up with interesting biographical sketches of the leading Pietists of
Germany, Untereyek, Neander, Hottinger, Lampe,
Tersteeg9n, the Krummachers, and others; and on the
side of Rationalism, of Frederick, the Great, Pauli,
Kant, and others, following with a t description of the
exponents of the Mediating School of Theology, Daub,
Schleiermacher, Ullman, Rothe. Lange, Ebrard, and
others. The volume closes with a description of the
Prussian Union of 1817, and the sad absorption of the
Reformed into flae State Church, the aspects of the
present American branch, and suitable cautions as tothe future.
It is well known to all readers of ecclesiastical history that the strongholds of the Reformed Church were
Switzerland, Holland, France and Great Britain.
Lutheranism, on the other hand, prevailed mainly
throughout Germany and Northern Euilópe. That
ancient boundary between the nations, the river Rhine,
y was the main line of debarkation; but the Reformed
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views pushed their way from Holland and the Palatinate over Hesse and Western En- rope. In these last
named districts there was a struggle for supremacy
between the two sides of Protestantism, lasting for centuries, subdued, temporarily at least, by the strong arm
of the State in 1817. The Palatinate was a kind of
Judea trodden down by the Papal armies of Spain and
France, which may be compared to the Chaldean and
Egyptian forces in the times of the captivity.
Dr. Good's volume portrays these sad facts vividly.
He believes that the remedy for the Church's woes,
through the invasions of the Papacy on the one hand,
and of rationalism and semi-rationalism on the other,
lies in the line of a renewal of the Biblical doctrine of
the covenants, with a corresponding return to the
.devout Pietism and simplicity of forms of worship
•characteristic of all the Reformed churches of the
period of the publication of the Heidelberg Catechism
in 1563.
Dr. Good's new volume, as well as the former one,
•deserves an extensive circulation throughout the
Reformed Churches. Here our youth can obtain information of the times in the history of the Reformed
Church, which "tried men's souls." Here they can
learn to appreciate the precious legacy which they have
received from the toils, sufferings and martyrdoms of
the men who fought the battle of liberty and human
rights throughout the Reformation period. It is a useful book for the family, and also for the Sunday school
library, and should be introduced into Reformed circles wherever possible. All orders should be.addressed
to the author, or publisher, at Reading, Pa.
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The Lion King of Borneo.

E

One of the most powerful and cratty chiefs of the
Dyaks was the Lion-king, who ruled in the district of
the Kahaian, west of Pulopetak. An unfortunate mistake was made by the first mi.ssionaries to his district.
When Bernstein, the first Reformed missionary, came
there in 1835, he found another chief ruling that district, whom the Lion-Icing conquered after Bernstein
had left. Then when the next missionary, Becker,
came, he of course went to this chief, not knowing that
he had been deposed. This made the Lion-king jealous. And when Hupperts, the next Reformed missionary, came, he did the same thing as Becker, which
only made the Lion-king the more angry. The next
missionary, Hardeland, was a Lutheran.* He went
to Buntói, where the Lion-king lived, and, strange to
say, the latter received him in ac friendly way, and
finally gave his on to Hardeland, that he might live
in the missionary's house and be taught; and he himself came to church twice in the next three weeks. But
the boy could not be induced to learn ; so the plan
failed. For among the Dyaks, instead of the children
obeying their parents, the parents have to obey the
children. The Lion-Icing consented that the missionary should start a school in his village, when suddenly
war broke out with the:highland Dyaks, and, the missionary had to return to Pulopetak. But though the
missionary departed, the devil remained to stir up the
* For the Rhenish Soci4 is a union society, ant contains both
Reformed and Lutherans. ,
;
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heathen, for the Kahaian chiefs with the Lion-king
asked the Dutch government that all the missionaries
be expelled. The governor at Pulopetak rebuked them
for this, and they were compelled to receive the missionaries. But Hupperts, who now returned to them,
soon felt their bitter opposition. , When he arrived at
Gohong, February, 1843, he found the Lion-king
absent and angry, because he could not get rid of the
missionaries. However, the missionaries did not give
up. A new Reformed missionary, Iffernbruch, was
appointed in place of Hardeland, and went to Buntoi
and settled in the Lion-king's village. But he found
that the villagers would not sell him ground on which
to live. So he left the place. He was about shaking
the dust from off his feet and going elsewhere, when
he received word from Pulopetak, that either he must
settle there or the whole mission in the Kahaian district
would have to be given up. So in August, 1843, Bernstein went with the missionaries to the Lion-king's
house, and as he still refused to give them land on
which to live in Buntoi, he finally commanded his men
to clear a certain place, so as to build., As Bernstein
was on friendly terms with the Dutch government (for
the Dutch government aided the mission), the Lionking swallowed his anger for the time. But Bernstein
had not gotten to Banjer, when Iffernbruch notified
him that the Lion-king threatened that if they settled
in Buntoi, he would put a fence around the 'village and
impose a fine on any who dared attend the mission.
Iffernbruch, at the beginning of 18/11, settled in a village two miles away. From there he would come and
hold services regularly at Buntoi. But his stay lasted
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only a quarter of a year. For the Dyaks came to him
once in a while, declaring with great insolence that
they did not want to know the religion of Christ. One
day the Lion-king himself came to protest. His followers ridiculed the gospel, saying "that they were
like wild buffaloes in the woods and would never listen
to the gospel." The missionaries expostulated with
them, warning them that they would go to hell. The
Lion-king laughed aloud and said, "We want to go the
way of darkness till we are dead, even if we go to hell."
This revealed his desperate character. He seemed as
if possessed by him who goeth about like a roaring
lion, seeking whom he may devour. No wonder the
missionaries believed the rumors that were floating
aroundnhat the Lion-king secretly was trying to murder them and had hired murderers for Hupperts. The
latter said he knew the man to whom the Lion-king
had given a knife to murder him. One day a poisonous rag was found in the water pitcher which stood at
Hupperts's house. All these things led the missionaries to give upp and in July, 1844, leave. The Lionking, when Hupperts told him he intended to leave,
said "good," and the missionaries could see the joy on
the faces of the people at their departure. Indeed so
great was their opposition that when the missionaries
looked for rowers, no one was willing to help them.
Even a man, whom Hupperts had saved a short time
before from starvation,;could not be induced to do so
for fear of the Lion-king, who had ordereffthat any one
who helped them, should be fined. So on a raft made
-1" of old trees the missionaries floated down the Kahaian.
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However the governor at Banjer urged Hupperts to
make one more attempt to convert the Lion-king. This
was the seventh attempt of thq persevering missionaries. So three months later he went to Gohong.
When he arrived at Buntoi, he Was surprised to find
the people so friendly, both there and at Gohong.
They attended services and did not ridicule, as they
used to. The missionaries now began to hope for
results. But suddenly a terrible famine broke out,
which drove the men away and left only the women.
This made missionary work impossible, for according
to the Dyak custom they could not converse with the
women. The Lion-king also returned and began
intriguing against them, so they left, April 26, 1845,
and since then the mission has been ;given up. The
Lion-king triumphed. This made him the more courageous, and he determined to break up the main mission, which was at Pulopetak. He tried first to break
up the schools there. He tried to get some of his people, who had settled at Pulopetak, to take their children from the schools. When his words had n'fi effect,
he began to threaten, and four families left the school.
Becker at once complained to the Dutch governor, who
ordered the Lion-king to send the four boys back again
and pay 200 dollars, but it had no effect on the Lionking. Then the governor forbade him from ever coming to Pulopetak.
Bat he that soweth to the wind shall reap the whirlwind. One day, about a year after the Lion-king had
celebrated his triumph over the mission in the Kahaian,
he was hunting in, the forests for buffalo. • He had
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received a beautiful double rifle from the governor as a
present. He overloaded it, and while shooting it, it
burst, tearing away three fingers from his left hand.
The wound inflamed, and in a few days he died. His
death caused a great excitement, the people regarding
it everywhere as a judgment of God on him for his
many wicked deeds. His son became ruler in his stead.
This son was the boy whom Hardeland once had tried
to teach. But although he opposed the ijaission, he did
not have the ability of his father, and the mission
might have been re-established, but there happened to
be no missionaries to be spared at that time; so the
district remained untouched for seven years. Then
the Lion-king's son appeared at Banjer and came to
Bernstein. He appeared to be very friendly, and
declared he was sorry he had not gone to school when
a boy.-- He now greatly desired to learn to read and
write. During the few weeks of his stay at Pulopetak,
he tried seriously to learn. As often as business
allowed, he came to school. He now urgently asked
for a teacher at Buntoi. When Bernstein told him
that if he could get twenty young men as pupils, it
could be done.-- He went home joyfully, expecting to
get that many. And a quarter of a year after he came
to Banjer. Two missionaries had just arrived from
Germany, but they could not be spared to go to Buntoi, as they had already been assigned to places; but
they visited Buntoi and found the chief very friendly.
The old Lion-king still paraded around in his coffin.
For the Dyaks do not. bury or burn theig dead, but put
them in coffins and place them along the river. The
coffin of the Lion-king was placed in the city hall of
the village But he was dead, and with him the power
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of his heathenism was dead. A new life had come in.
The times had changed. So one .of the missionaries .
settled there, August, 1854. For some time he was in
continual danger of his life from', the upper Kahaians,
but the Lord preserved him. And now his station is
close to Buntoi. And his best friend, who tends his
child like a mother, is the widow of the Lion-king. So
the gospel ultimately triumphs. The truth shall prevail. Modern Herods, like the Lion-king, must fall
before the power of the Christ.
----EDITORIAL NOTES.
With this issue the color of the Magazine cover is
changed to gold. This is a historic color of the
Reformed. Zwingli's coat of arms was a shield in
black and gold, in the centre of which is a broad ring.
The color also very nearly approaches the orange,
which is the color of the Dutch Reformed Church.
We change the color, so as to make the Magazine more
historic.
We will also correct the paging of the Magazine
hereafter. The pages will begin with the first nurnber
of each volume of the Magazine in February, and thé
numbering will be continued from that time all-through
the year. We have been unable to page the Magazine
before this, owing to the issue of the smaller edition,
which has been given up. An index will be issued at
the end of the year.
We congratulate Mr. Henry Dotterer on his monthly
Magazine, The Perkiomen Region: Past and Present.
($1.00 a year.) This district is very interesting to the
Reformed, and his monthly ought to find a large circulation. Its editor is a painstaking searcher for historical facts, as his Life of Rev. Mr. Bcehm shows.
We present our salutation to the Reformed Church,
Herald, published by Rev. H. S. Gekeler, St. Joseph,
Mo., price 50 cents a year, and wish it great success.
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Great is Diana of the Ephesians, by Rev. J. Lyman Wheaton,
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Gustavus Adolphus and the Tercentenary, Dec., '94, p. 39.
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Rev. John Scudder in India, Feb., '94 p. 35.
An Indian Mission in Wisconsin, by Rev. J. Hauser, March,
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Winding Up a Horse, by Rey. J. Chamberlain, M. D., April,
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How the Cobras Squirmed, by Rev. J. Chamberlain, M. D.,
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Unhatchable Ink Bottles, by Rev. J. ChaMberlain, M. D.,
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Incident in Dr. Chamberlain's Life, May, '94, p. 31.
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Onward March, by Rev. J. H. Bomberger, Feb., '93, P. 4.
Persecutions of the Stundists, Nov., '93, p. 25.
Prominent Reformed Men of America:
Peter Styvesant, Sept., '93, p. 1.
Baron Steuben, Oct., '93, p. 13.
General Phillip Schuyler, Nov., '93, p. 9.
Peter Minuit, Dec., '93, p. 1.
Colonel Henry Bouquet, by Rev. C. Cort, D. D., June, '94,
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The Classis of Amsterdam, by Rev. E. T. Corwin, D. D.,
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The Deaconess, by Rev. B. F. Stern, July, '94, p. 35; Aug.
'94, p. 33.
The Elders of the Church, Oct., '93, p. 1.
The Evening Service Problem, by Rev. Pb. H. Milliken, Ph.
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The Fulton Street Prayer Meeting, Dec., '93, p. 25.
The Higher Criticism in the Light of the New Testament, by
Rev. D. Van Home, D. D., Feb., '93, p. 7.
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The Sunday Press, by Rev. J. H. Prugh, D. D., July, '93,
p. 25; Aug., '93, p. 25.
William Penn and the Reformed Church, June, '93, p. 1.
Women of the Reformed Church :
Anna Reinhard, Zwingli's Wife, Jan., '94, p. 1.
Electress Louisa Henrietta of Brandenburg, Feb., '94, p. 4;
March, '94, p. 26.
Electress Elizabeth of the Palatinate, April, '94, p. 28; May,
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Now close the door of every sense,
And banish every creature thence;
Within the closet of the heart
In silence worship God apart.
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